Combat insider threat by protecting from within

innerActiv is a fast, actionable insider risk intelligence platform that analyzes employee, endpoint and data activity across all channels to provide complete visibility, detection, prevention, and response to potential insider threat situations.

**DETECT**
Uncover potential risk by establishing a baseline of behavior based on custom corporate and compliance requirements and analyzing when shifts occur.

**INVESTIGATE**
Get real-time alerts and dashboards to gather evidence and detailed context of “who, what, when, why, and where” actually happened.

**CONTAIN**
Trace and quickly isolate affected users, devices and systems to contain scope and assess overall impact while maintaining continuous monitoring and inspection.

**REMEDiate**
Analyze history and deep forensic details to refine policies and processes to prevent similar incidents and defend against critical risk indicators.

**PREVENT**
Combine intelligence and risk telemetry to build resiliency and shift security posture to proactively anticipate versus react to anomalies.

Prepare your organization against insider threat. Learn more at www.innerActiv.com.